Hannes Schmid Rockstars (English and German Edition)

(Please Note: this books comes in both a
black cover and a gold cover, it is
impossible to order one or the other - both
are handsome- if cover selection is critical
do not order ) Hannes Schmid s pictures of
immortal rock legends such as Queen,
Motorhead, Kiss, AC/DC, ABBA, Blondie,
Kraftwerk, Depeche Mode and many
others have become icons for generations
of fans. With his camera he accompanied
the bands and the individual stars up-close;
not as a paparazzo, but always as a friendly
member of the band. In this compelling
book, Rockstars, the internationally
renowned photo artist presents the best of
his extensive, previously unpublished
archive for the first time. Hannes Schmid s
extraordinary photographs depict the most
successful musicians of the 1970s and early
1980s behind the stage, allowing intimate
views into their private lives. In these
pictures Schmid portrayed the stars in a
unique manner, and in doing so, he
influenced the image of rock and roll to
this day. Precisely observed, astonishingly
captured, and very personal, these photos
are a discovery and a valuable contribution
to the visual archive of popular culture. A
selection of this unique collection of
70,000 photographs is now published for
the first time in Rockstars.
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